Characterising neurological time series data using biologically motivated networks of coupled discrete maps.
Artificial biochemical networks (ABNs) are a class of computational dynamical system whose architectures are motivated by the organisation of genetic and metabolic networks in biological cells. Using evolutionary algorithms to search for networks with diagnostic potential, we demonstrate how ABNs can be used to carry out classification when stimulated with time series data collected from human subjects with and without Parkinson's disease. Artificial metabolic networks, composed of coupled discrete maps, offer the best recognition of Parkinsonian behaviour, achieving accuracies in the region of 90%. This is comparable to the diagnostic accuracies found in clinical diagnosis, and is significantly higher than those found in primary and non-expert secondary care. We also illustrate how an evolved classifier is able to recognise diverse features of Parkinsonian behaviour and, using perturbation analysis, show that the evolved classifiers have interesting computational behaviours.